
Think about the following
questions before you
complete the Artist
Statement MaddLibb:

Name:______________________________________________

Artist Statement MadLibb
Naming WHO  we are, WHAT   and HOW  we create, and the WHY  (what inspires us)

of our work

Here is an example of an Artist Statement
MaddLibb :

A.My name is Kathryn and I am a an artist.
B. I am like a toaster (name a household
appliance) in that I cook and pop up lots of
creative ideas.
C. At my best I am like a       pumpkin  patch
(name a plant) because I grow and thrive in
the wild which allows my  art to take on a life
of its own.
D. My energy is like that of a turtle (name an
animal) because I like to create slow and
steady (speed)

 What do you like to create?
 What inspires (encourages)
you to create?
How do you like to create? Fast
or slow?

1.
2.

3.

A.My name is ________________________ and I am a an artist
.
B. I am like a _______________________ (name a household
appliance) in that I____________________________________ and
___________________________________________________________.

C. At my best I am like a       ___________________________ (name a
plant) because I__________________________________________ and
__________________________ which allows my  art to
_____________________________________________________________

D. My energy is like that of a __________________ (name an
animal) because I like to create ____________________ (speed)
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These Resources we created with the financial support of the
National Arts Centre,

The above activity was mirrored off of Angela Beeching's Artist Statement
Madd Libbs (withs permission)

About
Kathryn
Patricia
Cobbler

@kathrynpatriciaviolist

@kpviolist

Kathryn Patricia Cobbler

www.kathrynpatricia.com

Hailing from Canada’s Capital region, Loop pedal violist, visual artist, composer, and

educator Kathryn Patricia Cobbler has crafted a singular niche in music improvisation and

classical performance. She obsesses over creating uniquely arresting soundscapes, whether

in solo recitals, composing and performing for art installations, and more. Named a CBC

Trailblazer in 2021 and a recipient of one of Ottawa Arts Council’s Emerging Artist awards,

she has been featured in Canada’s most notable Concert Series, Chamberfest, Music and

Beyond, NUMUS Concert series and the Ottawa New Music Creators’ Analogue Series.  

 As a seasoned performer, speaker, presenter and workshop facilitator, Kathryn has given

masterclasses at Carleton University and was a speaker for the Canadian Network for Arts

and Learning Convergence Conference.  As a performing artist and educator, Ms. Cobbler is

an artist on the  MASC Artist roster  and Teaching Artist at the National Arts Centre.  

Kathryn Patricia Cobbler  holds degrees in viola performance from Western University (B.M.)

and the University of Ottawa (M.M.). She performs on a viola by luthier Sibylle Ruppert and a

Boss RC-30 loop pedal. https://www.kathrynpatricia.com/

Looking for more
activities that help
students to 'flex'
their creative
muscles as artists?

Check out my interactive Video-On-
Demand Concert Catch the Rising Sun
Here

Check out my music-inspired painting
workshop, Sound In Living Colour
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